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Purpose 

To provide answers to frequently asked question associated with Lifesaving Operations Training.   

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Can I deliver classroom activities via Zoom or Microsoft teams (or similar)? 

Answer: The capacity to leverage online learning significantly reduces the need for 
classroom learning. Given the various hands-on skills and techniques requiring access to 
equipment and TAF feedback / corrections, it has been determined that training should only 
be delivered remotely for resource intensive courses (SRC / Bronze Medallion).  

When clubs are leveraging the modular version of SRC or Bronze, it will be permitted to 
deliver the ‘theory’ modules (in full) remotely and then revisit the hands-on activities during 
the next face-to-face session. In these instances, the module should be delivered in full and 
in accordance with the session plan. Any practical activities can be introduced remotely but 
should not be signed off until the face-to-face component has occurred. 

2. Can I deliver simultaneous New Award Training and / or Skills Maintenance sessions? 

Answer: Clubs can deliver a maximum of two training activities simultaneously. This may 
include two courses OR two skills maintenance activities OR one course and one skills 
maintenance activity. Where two activities are being run simultaneously, they must;  

• Be registered individually through the member training portal; 

• Not individually exceed the maximum session capacity; 

• Ensure no cross-over of TAFs’ between groups;  

• Ensure no cross-over of equipment between groups (unless fully disinfected); 

• Ensure no cross-over of dry training spaces;  

• Ensure a minimum distance of 10m between outdoor / beach training spaces; 

• Ensure outdoor / beach training spaces are clearly defined (signage, ropes, bunting); 

• Ensure that where a run-swim-run course is used by multiple groups, it is only used 

by one group at a time (this will avoid having to set up multiple courses); 

• Ensure all COVIDSafe measures remain in place; 

• Staggered start and finish times are strongly recommended. 
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3. How many TAFs and Trainees TAFs can attend New Award activities? 

Answer: Clubs should have as few TAFs in attendance at New Award training as is possible, 
whilst still meeting the minimum training compliance and water safety requirements.  

Whilst clubs can have one trainee trainer or trainee assessor or trainee facilitator, there 
should be no further members / TAFs in attendance. 

4. Are there any pre-requisite requirements for the new Marine License course? 

Answer: The pre-requisite requirement for attendance at a Marine Licence course will be: 

• Club member current for 2020-21; 

• Minimum 17 years old on the day of final assessment; 

• Current Bronze Medallion; 

• Current Inflatable Rescue Boat Crew (IRBC). 

The intent of the pre-requisites are to ensure that on completion of the Marine License 
course, members hold the pre-requisites required for the IRB Driver award. 

5. Can a TAF deliver multiple skills maintenance sessions in a given day? 

Answer: TAFs are able to deliver multiple skills maintenance sessions in a given day. When 

this occurs, the two key safety considerations are remaining COVIDSafe and ensuring that 

TAF is not doing too much and the key compliance consideration is ensuring the TAF hold 

the necessary base awards and delivery endorsements for the awards being delivered to the 

different attending groups. There should be a minimum 30 minutes between any two 

sessions, to allow for member departure / arrival and equipment cleaning.  

6. Can a skills maintenance and a Resuscitation (HLTAID001) be run simultaneously? 

Answer: When all attending members need to complete an accredited CPR qualification and 

their skills maintenance, the following should occur and should be clearly communicated: 

• Club registers a Resus (new award) training course via https://mt.lsv.com.au/;  

• Club registers a separate skills maintenance session via https://mt.lsv.com.au/;  

Note: Clubs must have the same members attending both activities. 

• Member books into both sessions and completes any pre-activity online activities; 

• Endorsed TAF delivers full Resus training as standard recording evidence via iPad; 

• Endorsed TAF delivers skills maintenance activities (minus standard resuscitation 

components) recording evidence via skills maintenance cards; 

• New award evidence is submitted (uploaded) to LSV for processing; 

• Skills maintenance evidence is submitted to the Area TAO for processing.  

7. Can I share training equipment with members of my family? 

Answer: Where members of the same family live together, they are permitted to share 
equipment for new award training and assessment purposes. 

8. Does each candidate need separate equipment e.g. manikins and first aid equipment? 

Answer: If there are 12 candidates on a course, you will require individual equipment for 
each member and the TAF. This includes all course equipment such as adult manikin, infant 
manikin and defibrillator for courses including CPR. Full course equipment lists are set out in 
the Trainer Assessor Guide for each course and are mandatory to meet compliance and 
safety obligations.  

Options include: 

https://mt.lsv.com.au/
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• 13 full sets of equipment are used for the course delivery (one for each of the 12 
candidates and one for the TAF). In this example the course can be delivered in line 
with the standard session plan. 

• Rejig the delivery plan to deliver CPR components (for example) to one group of six, 
whilst another group are completing a separate activity (with no overlap). This should 
only occur on longer courses (SRC / Bronze) and will require adjustments to the 
session plan, which should be recorded and may require an increase in the course 
duration. 

• Increase the standard course duration and have the TAF conduct a full 
decontamination (per COVIDSafe Cleaning plan) to non-porous components to all 
equipment between use by candidates. In this example the course duration must be 
extended.  

9. How can a members withdraw from an activity after enrolling? 

Answer: To withdraw from either a new award or skills maintenance training activity, 
members should email volunteertraining@lsv.com.au advising their name, the course details 
and their request to be withdrawn. 

10. How can TAF’s validate member online learning completion for skills maintenance? 

Answer: Members can log in to the member-training-portal to view and demonstrate their 
online learning completion status for skills maintenance activities. Work on improved 
reporting (enrolments / online learning status) is currently under development covering; 

• Course administrators and TAFs (for courses they’re associated with); 

• TAO’s and Chief Instructors (for all courses across the State). 

 

Further Information 
These FAQ’s are the responsibility of the Committee of Training and Assessment and 
administrated with the support of the Volunteer Training team. Feedback on the FAQ’s is 
welcome and further clarification can be sought by emailing volunteertraining@lsv.com.au.  
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